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Tur. ART and science of sign language interpreting (Stewart, Schein, and Cartwright 
1998) has been discussed in the literature for many years and has characteristically 
focused on the presence of interpreters at communication events where deaf people 
are seeking access to some kind of information. Discussion)ias often concentrated 
on key areas such as educational interpreting (Winston 2004), medical interpreting 
(Metzger 1999), legal interpreting (Russell 2002), and community interpreting 
(Harrington and Turner 2001 ). In terms of power dynamics, the deaf person is not 
in a position of power or authority in these discussions. He or she is characteristi
cally the student, patient, defendant, or witness. The deaf person in those situations 
is not the expert; rather, he or she is relying on the expertise of others, 

Several authors have discussed diese situations and have acknowledged the 
power dynamics at play in different situational contexts as well as the importance 
for interpreters to recognize the inherent communication and discourse protocols 
in those contexts (see e.g., Metzger 1999; Wadensjo 1998). Previous literature has 
suggested that it is the interpreters' role t0 empower deaf people in these situa
tions (Mcintire and Sanderson t 994 ); ~hat interpreters have to acknowledge that 
linguistic and cultural mediation is necessary (Mindess 1999); that the communi
cation event has to be managed by the interpreter (Roy 2000); that the interpreter 
has to choose a translation style that suits the client, the context, or both (Napier 
2002; Pollitt 2000); and that the interpreter has to be extremely skilled and com
petent at what he o r she does to get it' all right (Napier, McKee, and Coswell 2006). 

Community interpreting in general is a difficult challenge, regardless of the lan
guages being used (Pochhacker 2003). Spoken language interpreters working in 
the community often use the consecutive mode (Gentile, Ozolins, and Vasilakakos 
1996) whereas sign language interpreters typically work simultaneously. Spoken 
language interpreters usually use the simultaneous mode in more formal settings 
such as conferences. Th is approach is challenging because of pressures on short
and long- term memory and cognitive processing requirements Uesse et al. 2000; 
Liu, Schallert, and Carroll 2004; Moser-Mercer 2000). The simultaneous approach 
presents a different challenge to sign language interpreters because it involves using 
two different language modalities (Padden 2000). 
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The majority of work on simultaneous sign language interpreting has focused 
on interpreting from the spoken word i'nto a signed language, usually for a mono
logue, and in an educational context (Cokely 1992; Davis 2003; Marschark et al. 
2005; Siple 1996). In rhese studies, the interpretation output has been for a deaf 
audience, where deaf people are relying on the expertise of others to access infor
mation-much like in many other community settings. 

The notion of the deaf professional is an emerging concept. There exists a new 
class of deaf people (Padden and Humphries, 2005) who are completing univer
sity studies and working in various professional roles such as. educators, lawyers, 
advocates, and business managers. These deaf people have different needs when it 
comes to working with interpreters (see Campbell, Rohan, and Woodcock this 
volume). They still need to be empowered, but in a different way. They need to be 
empowered so they can control the communication event. They need to be em
powered so they can better understand the interpreting process, to work with in
terpreters as a team to achieve effective communication. Interpreters also need to 
be empowered with information and knowledge so the interpreting outcome is 
positive for the deaf professional. 

When workillg with deaf professionals, interpreters are required to work in 
situations where the typical interpreting dynamic is reversed. An interpreter's work 
is typically unidirectional from a spoken to a signed language for monologues 
(Cokely 1992; Napier 2002) or bidirectional in dialogic situations (Metzger 1999; 
Roy 2000). Deaf professionals still use interpreters in these situations. However, 
the inherent requirements of their work means that deaf professionals regularly 
give forma l presentations at conferences or semina rs. Therefore, interpreters in 
those situations are required to work unidirectionally from a signed language into 
a spoken language, that is, ro provide voice-over. 

Conferences present interpreting challenges because of the complexity of texts 
(Baigorri-Jal6n 1999; Messina 1998; Moser-Mercer, Kunzli, and Korac 1998; 
Seleskovitch 1978). The linguistic features of formal signed presentations have been 
identified (Napier 2006; Roy 1989; Zimmer 1989), and voice-overs need to re
flect the appropriate register of such presentations (Roy 1987; Shaw t 992; Zimmer 
1992). Therefore, the relationship between interpreters and deaf professionals is 
crucial (Cokely 2005; Liedel and Brodie 1996). 

T he key to a successful working relationship between a deaf professional and 
interpreter is teamwork. Typically, the literature refers to teamwork in the context 
of two interpreters working together and the strategies they use for supporting each 
other (Cokely and Hawkins 2003; Davies 1987; Fischer 1993). Interpreters who 
work together regularly become familiar with each other's strategic preferences and 
therefore work more effectively as a team. Deaf professionals and interpreters can 
also benefit from a similar teamwo rk approach. 

A deaf professional will typically work with a preferred interpreter on a recur
rent basis. Regular contact affords the opportunity to develop strategies for work
ing together as a ream and, thus, to build a relationship based on familiarity and 
trust. Over time, the team will develop communication tactics to ensure that a 
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signed presentation can be voiced-over as effectively as possible. These strategies 
have been referred to in the literature (Hodek and Radatz 1996; Hurwitz 1986), 
but no qualitative linguistic studies have heen conducted to provide evidence of 
the actual strategies used. 

This chapter presents a case study of an Australian deaf professional and two 
interpreters who work together regularly. The strategies used by this team for a 
particular seminar presentation are analyzed and discussed using discourse analysis. 
These strategies have been developed over time, and the purpose of this chapter is 
to present evidence of how these strategies are established and used in context. The 
study involves the discourse analysis of a videotaped seminar presentation, where 
both the deaf professional and the interpreters were filmed. The analysis focuses 
on the use of key discourse markers as communication strategies for achieving 
clarification and controlling the pace of the presentation, in particular, the use of 
pauses, nods, and eye contact. 

This chapter covers three stages of teamwork: preassignment, irt situ (during 
the assignment), and postassignment. First, the preparation strategies are described. 
Second, discussion focuses on what strategies were actualft used during the pre
sentation and interpretation, with transcriptions of the data to provide specific 
examples. Third, retrospective reflections of th~ experience are presented, with 
comments from the deaf professional and interp~eters to elucidate. 

D I SCOURSE: MARKERS, CUES, AND INTERPRET I NG ' 
t 

Discourse refers to extended samples of spoken, written, or signed texts and to 
the way that language is used in different sorts of social situations. According to 
Witter-Merithew (2002), "Defined simply, discourse is the way we talk about what 
we choose to talk about" (177). The relationship between language, communica
tive interaction, and context influences discourse (Hymes 19?2). Discourse analy
sis focuses on the analysis of utteratlces in context, which have led to the 
identification of various types of discourse, or "forms of talk" (Goffman 1981). 
The key distinction between different discourse types is (a) whether they are 
planned or unplanned and (b) the level of formality (Schiffrin 1994). These dis
tinctions influence the type of communication that takes place and the ensuing 
interaction. Research on sign language discourse has found that there are similari
ties between discourse types and conventions used in signed and spoken languages 
(Metzger and Bahan 2001 ). Signed languages do appear to have formal and infor
mal language use (Zimmer 1989; Russo 2004), although established discourse 
genres tend to be more influenced by the dominant spoken language in formal 
settings such as university lectures (Napier 2006). Identification of discourse fea
tures in signed languages tends to focus on eye gaze (Martinez 1995), eye blinks 
(Padden 1976), nonmanual features (facial expression, eyebrow, and cheek move
ment; head, shoulder, and body movement) (Bahan 1996; Baker and Padden 1978), 
mouthing (Gee and Kegl 1983), patterns of footing shifts (McKee 1992), spatial 
shifts (Winston 1995), and prosody and pauses (Gee and Kegl 1983). 
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lnteractional sociolinguists such as Goffman (1981), Tannen (1984, 1989), and 
Gumperz (1982) have argued that relationships are constructed through discourse. 
Research has predominantly focused on the investigation of naturally occurring inter
actions in relation to the purpose of a language event and has found that people 
adapt their communicative style depending on the person with whom they are talk
ing. Gumperz (1976) and Ochs, Schegloff, and Thompson (1996) have identified 
dialogic turn-taking structures (the use of openings, closings, asides, and interrup
tions), and Goffman (1981) distinguishes between different kinds of monologues (in 
the form of lectures) and stat~ that people use certain footing shifts (such as pausing 
and intonation) in delivering a lecture to involve the audience in the presentation. 

Drawing on Coffman's (1981) work, McKee (1992) found that particular eye
gaze and body posture cues are used as footing shifts in American Sign Language 
(ASL) formal lectures, in a way that is similar to how English speakers use pausing, 
intonation, and so forth. Roy ( 1989) discussed the use of certain discourse markers 
to mark a shift into new topics (episodes) and subtopics. In adpition, Bahan (1996), 
Baker and Padden (1978), Metzger (1998), Metzger, Fleetwood, and Collins (2004 }, 
and Padden (1976) have analyzed the interactional strategies of ASL users and in
terpreters for getting attention and holding the floor, for example, with the use of 
eye gaze. 

Research on turn taking has identified various cues that are used by interac
tion participants t0 signal turns (Lerner 1993, cited in Van Herreweghe 2002). For 
example, the next speaker in a spoken English multiparty discourse can be selected 
by saying that person's name or by gazing in that person's direction and maintain
ing eye contact. One of the most common methods to yield a turn for speakers in 
this context is by using a person's name (Lerner 1996). Participants also use syn
tactical features, duration of pauses, and shifts in intonation patterns to control 
turn taking (Wennerstrom and Siegel 2003). 

Martinez (1995), Dively (1998), and Coates and Sutton-Spence (2001) have 
conducted research on turn taking in sign language, looking at openings and clos
ings as well as pausing in conversations. In two-party conversations, a deaf signer 
holds the floor by not making direct eye contact with the receiver (looking into 
middle distance). One strategy used to indicate a turn is for the receiver to increase 
the size and quantity of head nodding. The current signer has the power to allo
cate the next turn through use of eye gaze (Van Herreweghe 2002). 

Typically, the notion of interpreting cues has focused on the prompts that inter
preting reams use to support each other when working. Cokely and Hawkins (2003) 
have cond.ucted the only empirical study that identified strategies used by interpret
ers to request support when working from ASL into English. These cues include body 
leans and tapping, head tilts and shakes, eye gaze, and specific verbal requests. They 
found a discrepancy between stated preferences and actual strategies used. 

To date, no wide-scale formal research has been carried out on Australian Sign 
Language (Auslan) to identify the use of discourse markers or conventions of in
teractions in Auslan. However, a small-scale b~sic study carried out by Thornton 
(2003) for the purposes of developing a curriculum to teach Auslan verifies that 
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Auslan discourse types and forms of talk are very similar to those identified for 
other signed languages. 

Therefore, the case study discussed in this chapter is the first study using dis
course analysis to present linguistic evidence of discourse markers used as cues 
between a deaf presenter and an interpreting team as a communication strategy. 
Although specific to Auslan-to-English interpretation, the strategies outlined can 
he applied hy signed language interpreters worldwide. The study adopts a n inrer
actional sociolinguistic approach to the discourse analysis by recording and ana
lyzing a naturally occurring text-in this case, a presentation in Auslan-and the 
resulting interpretation into spoken English. 

METHOD 

In order to detai l the case study, we will begin by discussing the context and pro
cedure for the data collection. 

The Context and Participants 

Andrew, in his role as Community Liaison and Projects Officer for Deaf Australia, 
was invited to be one of five presenters at a seminar hosted by the Disability Studies 
and Research Institute (DSaRI) at the University of New South Wales in Sydney. The 
other four presenters were a disability studies academic, a disability organization rep
resentative, a care person, and an advocate. The audience of fifty to si~y people was 
made up of much the same demographic as the presenters in addition to govern
ment representatives. DSaRI is a collaborative and cross-disciplinary initiative of 
several universities, disabiliry organizations, industry groups, and researchers and 
promotes a social perspective on disability research. 

The seminar was titled " Disability in Austral ia: An Audit." The stated goal of 
the seminar was to " provide an audit oi where we are in Australia, seeking to uti
lize activists and scholars in the area of disability to explore disabili ty today, and 
the prospects for tomorrow. Whether we call it oppression, apartheid, or any other 
name, this seminar will provide an audit with regard to where Australians with 
disabilities are now in Australian society. What are the key trends, cha llenges, 
opportunities, and frameworks? The focus is on how 'disability studies' is respond
ing, and how our policy, research and scholarship should respond into the future." 

Andrew (AW) requested that Andy (AC) and Jemina UN) be booked as the two 
interpreters to work with him at the seminar. It was decided that the event would 
be an ideal opportunity to film naturalistic discourse and interpretation as a case 
study for analysis. Permission was sought from the seminar organizers to film AW's 
presentat ion, which was granted. 

Procedure 

Three stages of the interpreting assignment were filmed: the preparatory briefing 
session hefore the assignment, the presentation and interpretation, and the post-
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assignment debriefing session. Discussions in the pre- and postassignment sessions 
were held in Auslan. 

The data comprised fifry minutes of film, which can be d~vided into three texts. 
The first text contains fifteen minutes o f preparatory discussion. The second text 
is limited to twenty minutes of AW presenting in Auslan, with the two interpret
ers also in-vision so the voice-over could be heard and so the interactions be~veen 
the interpreting team and the presenter could be seen. T he third text contains fif
teen minutes of debrief discussion. 

ANALY SI S AND D1 scuss r oN 

The process of analysis involved transcribing the data for each of the three stages 
of study. 

Transcription 
' 

Texts 1 and 3 were translated into written English to provide data tokens as quali-
tative evidence for discussion, with clear delineation of turns taken and by whom. 
Analysis of Text 2 focused on the use of pauses, nods, and eye contact as discourse 
markers that were used as cues for controlling the communication and flow of in
formation. A transcription system was developed to adequately gloss the Auslan lexi
con and syntax, the English voice-over interpretation, and the discourse markers used 
by the presenter and both interpreters. Metzger (1999) and others have suggested 
that effective transcription systems adopt the structure and layout of musical scores. 
We have adopted a musical score system, layering the transcription with three lines: 
AW's Auslan gloss and discourse markers, AC's English interpretation and discourse 
markers, and JN's cues. Nine key themes were identified through the presentation: 
(1) introduction and orientation, (2) iotertcxtual reference, (3) personal recount, (4 ) 
Deafness as difference, (5) deaf community experience, (6) hypothetical scenario, (7) 
Australian Association of the Deaf, (8) concerns and collaboration, and (9) conclu
sion. The transcription is divided by themes and hy the stanzas within each theme, 
to make qualitative data tokens easily identifiable. A description of the transcrip
tion conventions ·can be seen in Appendix A. 

Preparation Meeting 

The briefing meeting functioned as a form of preparation for all three participants 
for the assignment, but most of all between the primary interpreter (AC) and the 
deaf presenter (AW). The discussion established the genre of the assignment as a 
panel discussion and went on to posit the possible physical and sightline needs 
between the interpreters and presenter, with acknowledgment of a potential prob
lem because other users may be present, as seen in Figure 2.1. 

This possible problem was an important point to bring up to ensure that AW, 
as the deaf professional, could clearly access the interpreter and to establish that 
he was the primary client. Following o n from this point, the time and structure of 
the seminar was discussed, with negotiations about break times. 
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Figure 2. 1. Positioning of inrerprcrers. 

Turn 

S. A\.: So that means that for most of the time you·11 be sirring up the from wirh the 
other panel members? You won't be sirring in the audience? 

6. AW: I think so, yes. 
7. AC: OK this mean< rhot me and Jemina c3n sit in the front row the whole time aml 

won't have to move? 
8. AW: That's right. 
9. AC: Well rhat makes it easier. 

10. AW: The only thing is that occurred co me is chat (XI will he there, so how will she 
see you? We can sort it our when we get there ... 

I I. AC: Maybe if we're sitting in the front row, we can arrange for her to sit in a 
position on the side where <he'll be abl" to see tbe interpreter< ... 

12. AW: Yes, somehow ... it'll be fine. 
13. AC: Yes, we can work it out. 

Figure 2.2. Voice-off s trntegy. 

Turn 

22. AW: I' ll use a nod at rhe heginnin11 to cue you when to switch your vJticc off at the 
beginning, as rhar's relevant to ... 

23. AC: So the voice-off part is obviously your way of making a point ... 
24. AW: Yes. 
2.5. AC: To make the audience a little uncomfortable and e.iiphasize the 11oint about 

access? Put them in the shoes of deaf people for a change? 
26. AW: That's exactly right! 

AW provided a copy of an outline of his paper for the interpreters to read be
fore the assignment. All three discussed and agreed why and when voice-off was 
to occur. A head nod cue was established to resume the voice-over. AW specifi
cally wanted to make a point in his presentation, and the interpreters' agreeing to 
the voice-off strategy empowered him to make his point rather eloquently, as seen 
in Figure 2.2. 

A strategy that AC and JN often use is to ask for the big picture, the purpose 
and goals of a presentation (no more than three or four key statements). That in
formation assists them in understanding what message the presenter wants the au
dience to take away, enabling a more accurate and equivalent interpretation (see 
Figure 2.3). 

The next key point of discussion focused on the parameters of filming for the 
purpose of the study, establishing that AW would decide whether it was necessary 
to announce the purpose of the filming. One of the most important aspects of the 
briefing meeting centered around agreeing on discourse markers and cues that 
would be used during the presentation, including holding cues, nodding, eye con
tact, and waving. Among other things, these discourse markers and cues would 
ensure that the content of the presentation could be segmented to ensure a smooth 
flow of delivery in English. Both AW and the interpreters rook the opportunity tO 

clarify what works for them. AW stated clearly that he would like to pace the pre
sentation, and the interpreters established cues for pacing and monitoring. Figure 
2.4 illustrates how the team established the look-pause-nod technique. 
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Figure 2.3. Purpo<c and point of presentation. 

Turn 

27. AC: O K fine, that's dear. All rhcsc notes arc really clear. So in summa ry, what would 
you say is rhc goal of the presentation? How would you like the audience 
members to feel, to rake on board at the end of your presentation? Jusr a few bMic 
poinrs ... 

28. AW: Well the mnin thing I wanr co show ... because it's in the [name of university I 
environment, I want ro enrnurage people to collaborate more closely, to use their 
common sen<c and work more together, get a better understanding of one another. 
To find solutions to apply to identified prohlems. So althou~b deafness is an 
issue, it's more about language and access. Because we arc deaf we have specific 
language needs. So if thcr~·s a prohlcm, how can people work together-that's 
the bottom line. Also I want to make a poim about your university work, Jemina. 
Ar the bottom of the first page you'll sec that I've mode• reference ro Macquarie 
University and the fact that thcy"ve established something new, which is relevant 
to our community (reference to the PG Diploma in Auslan/English Interpreting(, 
but al~o l~ncfits the university, so I wouldn't mind getting some more derails 
from you later if that's okay. 

29. JN: OK no problem. 

Figure 2.4. Establishing look-pause-nod technique. 

Turn 

33. AC: In terms of our cues for each ocher, do you mind if I use the sign for 
ttOLD to ask you to wait? Normally you're pretty good at looking at me 
and if you sec that I'm still voicing over, you pause and wait until I catch up .. . so 
we can just do it the way we've done it before. 

34. AW: Yes, and also I think it will be a little more paced. Because I'll be referring co my 
notes, I'd like to try and g ive one "chunk" at a rime, which will help pace rhe 
presentation .... 

44. AC: So for our strategics, in summary, I will rely on you ro look at me and see if I'm 
still vc>icing over, and you can slow down rhe speed of the presentation as you 
see fit. Bur if I'm in rrouhlc and I've misundersrood something, I might give you a 
little wave to get you to look a~ me . . . 

45. AW: That"ll be a first-you not understanding something! I'd be interested to see that 
happen! (laugh) 

46. AC: (laugh) That"s very kind! ls thar O K? 
47. AW: Yep. 
48. AC: Great. Thank you. 
49. JN: Can I suggest two things-firstly, even though Andy's going to be doing the 

voice-over, ru be backing him up, so actually rhc three of us arc working as . 
team. You're very good at looking at the working interpreter to see if they' re still 
voicing over, and pausing appropriately if you sec thnr he's lagging behind. But if 
Andy's focused on the voice-over, then it might be me thnt indicnrcs t0 you co 
slow clown or to HOLD, to allow him co carch up ... 

50. AW: Pcrfe,tl 
5 I. JN: And I' ll refer to your notes to check where you're at in your presentation, so I'll 

be monitoring by listening to Andy's voice-over and by watching you. 
52. AC: I've often found that one of the ... if there's 3 PA with a microphone, then it's 

better for the S«ond interpreter to cue for pace and HOLD, etc. because 
the first interpreter actually has a microphone in their h3nd, so it's difficult then to 
sittn ro the presenter. But if there's no microphone, then I'm comfortable to do it 
myself. 

29 
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Figure 2.5. E..rablishing pausing strategy. 

Turn 

36. AC: Ah! That's relevant to my next question. Are you planning to use any visuol 
aides? Any overheads? 

.l7. AW: No. 
38. AC: Just a s traight presentation? 
.l9. AW: Yes, but I'll try and be: as dynamic as possible. 
40. AC: OK, so at the point where you give the Web-sire address, can you srop ro give me 

rime to say it clearly •www.aad.org"-or even repeat it. Normally rhar's whar 
people do. If they're giving an address or phone numher, normally hearing people 
will repeat ir to make sure rhar people have time to wrire it down. So thar's 
definitely one area where we'll need ro communicate with each and check that 
all's OK before moving on. 

41. AW: OK, great. 
42. AC: It really depends where I'm ar before you get ro that poinr. If I've got a long lag. 

I'll need ro speed up to catch up! OK? 

Following on from this discussion, AC also took the opportunity to establish 
the use of pausing as a strategy to allow for lag time and)or the presentation of 
certain information in a culturally specific way. AC clarified with AW that if there 
would be no visible representation of the Australian Association of the Deaf Web
site address, then he would need to adopt the "'hearing way" of giving Web-site 
addresses (see Figure 2.5). 

Finally, Figure 2.6 shows that in specifically requesting that extra-linguistic 
information be provided to him, AW established another form of communication 
berween himself and the interpreting team, one that would empower him as the 
presenter and enable him to maintain control of the floor. 

By applying discourse analysis to the interactions berween AW and the two 
interpreters, it is possible to determine when, how, and why the pauses, nods, and 
eye contact were used as communication strategies to ensure a smooth and cul
turally appropriate presentation and il).terpretation. 

Figure 2.6. Requesting excra·lingui.stic information. 

Turn 

SJ. AW: Also if chcrc's stuff going on in the background, comments, or talk that you feel is 
positive or negative, can you let me know. 

54. JN: OK. And also whi le Andy is voicing over, if I hear any comments from the 
audience like laughter or comments like "No way!" then I'll feed them to you. 
You'll probably be able to get a sense of the audience reaction anyway hy looking 
at them, but if I hear anything specific, then I'll feed it to you so you can gauge 
the reaction to your presentation . 

. S.S. AW: Thac would he perfect. For e xample, if there's noise up the back, and you feed it 
to me, then I can say something ... 

56. AC: Yeah! Teachers at school always say things like "arc you having a private joke? Is 
there anything that you'd like ro share with us?!" 

57. AW: Yeah something like that. 
58. JN: OK grcac. 
59. AC: Crear, thanks. 
60. AW: Thanks. 
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In Situ 

Here we present a quantitative and qualitative analysis of tl'ie second stage of the 
study in situ, rhat is, the seminar presentation and interpretation and the subse
quent communication and interaction between AW and the interpreters. Table 2.1 
provides a summary of the occurrence of the key discourse markers that were a 
focus of the study: the pauses (Pause), nods (Nod), and eye contact {Look}. 

The {Pause} marker was used only by AW and was used primarily tO monitor 
AC's voice-over. He would mark an episode of information by pausing to look at 
AC and see where he was in the English interpretation. If he saw that AC was close 
behind, he would typically continue with the next episode. A specific example is 
presented in Figure 2.7. 

More commonly, the {Pause) marker was used in combination with the {Look) 
marker. The {Look} discourse marker also was used only by AW. After pausing, if 
AC was further behind in his translation, then AW would characteristically main
tain eye contact with AC for several seconds to continue to monitor the voice-over 
{Look}. When he received a cue from AC {Nod) that he had" completed the inter
pretation, AW would proceed with the next episode (see Figure 2.8). 

Table 2.1. Occurrence of Discourse Markers 

Pause 
Look 
Nod/Sig 

Figure 2.7. Marking an episode. 

Sranza 

3. 1 

Prcsencer 
(AW) 

78 
38 
10 

lnterprecer 1 
(AC) 

28 

Interpreter 2 
(JN) 

34 

DtFFERF.NT OIFFJ;RENT DIFFERENI l)tHtRtNr r>f.OPI Fil SOME tXCEU.ENT CAN 

going to the local shop is like going ro a foreign country. You meet all these fascinating and inrcrcsting 

3.2 
LIPREAD COMMUNICATI! CRtATll 01'HER NO SHOCK DEAF RUNAWAY! WHAT?! (Pause} 
people. Sometimes you can lipread them, sometimes you can't. Some people arc petrified of the fact 
rhar you're deaf and run away, and some find it the most interesting and fascinating thing of their day! 

{Nodf 

3.3 
GIVE·YOU ONE EXAMru;f/ \VHF,N M E ~IRST i\llRIVE AUSTRALIA AFTER ~s Y~ARS 

1.'11 give you n rea lly good example. When I first moved to 

Figure 2.8. Example of pause· look ·nod. 

Stam.a 

3.4 
ESCAPE BACK M ELBOURNE llOMI! CITY {Pause} {Look}{Nod) ME CO FOR JOB 

Australia after 28 years of nor being in my home ciry of Melbourne {Nod) 
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Figure 2.9. Receiving a cue to concinue. 

Stanza 

5.1 
CO~tf. FROM HfAR1NG fAMtLY OR MAYBE DEA FENED LATER LIFE WELL (Pausc}(Look) 
plus of deaf people are born to hearing parents (Nod) from hearing families, or they become hearing 
impaired themselves later in their life. 

(Sigl 

S.2 
S·O NOT SAME ACCESS DOUBr oou111// Wll Y WITll FAMILY 

So they don'1 have the same accc<:• to information 

Alternatively, AW would continue to pause unti l receiving a cue from J N (coded 
as (Sig}) that AC had finished, as seen in Figure 2.9. 

AW would also use the (Nod} discourse marker to signal that he.was satisfi ed 
that the last episode was complete, and then he would m9ve on to the nei:ct epi
sode of the discourse, as seen in Figure 2.10. 

Throughout the presentation, there were clearly observable visual cues being 
used for communication between AW and the interpreters. For example, AC o f
ten used an o pen palm hand to reflect that he was still interpreting the question 
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figure 2. JO. Moving between episodes. 

St.nnza 

4.2 
SOMEONE CALL MY FAMILY DEAF D·Y·N·A·S·T·Y!// ME UTTLE·BIT (Nodl OK 
of what's ca lled .... I'm one of the "lucky" deaf people. I'm a fourth generation deaf person, you know. 

(Sig I 

Figure 2.11. O bservable visua l cues. 

Stanza 

3.19 
BRING·IN INHRPRETER EVERYTHING Wll.L OK l'ROC:EtD llOOK INTERPRETER Wausc) 
qualified for, for the position and all I would have nccdt"d to have done was to book a competent 
interpreter for communication to have been enabled. (l.onkl 

(Sig) YEA H 

9.9 
STILL WORK D·O FUTURE (Pause) THANK YOU (Pausel (Look) 
long as we comriburc to rhc dis.1hiliry movement and the rich diversity of the area, things will hopefully 
get ~tter. (Nodl 

(Sig) GOOD 

figure 2.1 2. Unpacking culrura lly bound concepts. 

Stanza 

s.6 
LANGUAGE II HOW COMM UNICA"l"P. (P:tuse) (Look) MAYS E WHAT I SAY (POINT).SIGN 
OK, that's the bottom line! OK? Now because they don't work , as a group, we've developed a 

5.7 
LANGUAGE MY WHEELCHAIR! (Pause l (Look} 
language that we can access, and that's how we communicate. It's as simple as rhar, and maybe, you 
know, I guess, you know, in a sense, I mean in an allegorica l sense, our sign language is our wheelchair. 
You know, when you're tryi ng to make a comparison to other 

(Sig I 

figure 2.13. Martin Luther King quote. 

Stania 

2.0 
WANT QUOTE M·A· R·T·t·N L·U·MM!-R K+N·G HllVF LINF. LINE LINE (Pause) (Look] 

I'd like to quorc Martin Luther King, if I may ... (AC rurns to J N who reaches for paper) 

2.1 
tNTERrRETER ENGl.ISH D·O·M+N·A·N·T (rOtllT) READ HRST LANGUAGE! (Pause) 

I'll just get the interpreter 10 just get to the rclcvanr point because 
his dominant '3nguage is English so he needs to read off the page! (Nodl 

2.2 
PEOPl.E NOT GET·ON wrm EACH·O lll ~R w11v? FEAR F.ACH·OTHER (l'ause)(LookJ 

along because they fea r each other. 

2.3 

Marrin Luther King sa id " People don't get 

(Nod) SECOND rEOl'LE FEllR EACll ·OTllER WHY ? OON'T·KNOW EACll·OTllER 
(P•uscHtook} 

People fear each other because they don't know each other. 

2.4 
DON'T·KNOW EACH OTHEll WHY? DON"l"·KNOW llOW Pl\OPER COM MUNICATF. 

And they don't know each other because they have not properly 

2.5 
WITH EACH·OTHER {Pause) 
communicated wi1h each other. 

(Sig I 
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Debrief Meering 

Typically, when AW and these two interpreters work together, they have an infor
mal debriefing session to review the assignment and interpretation. In this instance, 
however, it was agreed that the three participants would have a more formal de
brief meeting to di'scuss and acknowledge the communication strategies used dur
ing rhe presentation and whether preagreed cues were used. 

AW expressed overall satisfaction with respect to his presentation, noting that 
at one rime he lost his place going from the Auslan presentation to looking at the 
audience and back to his written paper, but he also acknowledged that the inher
ent breaks because of the previously agreed segmentation strategy alleviated the 
above issue and augmented his performance generally (sec Figure 2.14 ). This strat
egy also gives the audience rime to digest each major concept, which can be very 
important if the audience is a nai've hearing group (i.e., never before encountered 
deaf people, the deaf community, and deaf culture). 

The discussion then progressed to recognizing the mutually advantageous strat
egies of teamwork. Pausing to look at his written notes gave AW the opportunity 
to control the pace and struccure of the presentation but al:o allowed AC to catch 
up and shorten or eliminate his time lag. All three agreed that eye contact and 
nodding cues gave AW control over pacing. 

JN's holding intervention (see Figure 2.12, stanza 5.7) was dissected. It was used 
because of AC's lengthy time lag, but because of AW's famil iarity with AC's style, 
he had alread y noticed and paused (see Figure 2.15). _ 

The nodding and eye contact usechby AW and AC to manage the pace and time 
lag was acknowledged as a suhtle and effective strategy. This system of cues has 
been built up over time and is likely unseen or unnoticed by other p_articipants, 
making the presentation look and sound professional. 

One clear aspect of teamwork that was recognized was in relation to the regis
ter of AW's presentation. Both AW and AC realized only in situ that the other panel 
presentations would be very academic "'and different from what AW had initially 

Figure 2. I 4. Benefits of inherent brcah. 

Turn 

69. AW: There were a few points 1hat got a little messed up, because I was working my 
way through the presentation, and 1here were points that I just remembered so I 
just kept on going, but then when I looked back a1 the paper, I'd 10<1 my spot, so I 
had 10 figure o ut where I was. But those pa uses helped a lot because Andy would 
nod when he was done, so thn1 gave me 1ime to think ahour whnt to say next , .. 

70. AC: Yeah I've worked with other deaf people who have said that they appreciate it 
when the interpreter is behind, rhen chcy pause to allow the interpreter to catch up, 
but can a lso use it as an opporcuniry 10 rdc r 10 the ir no tes. It's a good excuse to 

read the next bit and prepnre before they start signing again. So it looks like the 
presenter is being very generous and respectful to the interpreter, bu1 actually thc:y 
need those pauses, 100, and it's mutually ~eficial! 

71. AW: Yeah you're right, it is mutually beneficial. I did feel that bcnefi1. Al<o, I felt rhe 
use of pausing and nods wo rked well . .. 

Deaf Professional and Interpreters Case Stt1dy 

Figure 2.15. Interjection. 

Turn 

72. AC: Yeah , and we u<ed a lot of eye contact. Like you would skim 1he audience, but 
you'd a lways come back to me and make eye contact. But you had to interject 
once d idn't you jemina? · 

73. JN: Yes, just o nce. Because your time lag was so for behind 1hat Andrew had fi nished 
signing one segme nt and moved on w the next one, nnd you were still hehind ... 

74. AC: Can you remember why? 
75. JN: Yes bcc:iuse you were fi ll ing in the English-somc1hini; Andrew had conveyed 

very succi nctly in Auslan needed unpacking into English to match the higher 
register, so you were getting furcher behind. So I uscJ 1he H OLD sign to 
allow you m ca1ch up, and also I 1hink you had al ready n oticed Andrew, so when 
you saw me use 1ha1 sign you were prepared for it and you paused immediately. 

76. AW: Yeah, I did, I paused ddilxrately. 

35 

planned, so AC confessed to working extra hard to interpret culturally bound deaf 
issues and concepts into an academic style English. JN added that AC had mir
rored vocabulary used by other presenters-a common strategy used by compe
tent hearing presenters to contextualize and make their message more resonant to 
the audience (when appropriate of course!). See Figure 2. 16 for details. 

Figure 2.16. M irroring vocabulary. 

Turn 

77. AC: The only other problem I had, a nd I think you had 1he same problem ... When 
you w~rc wa1ch ing the other pre~entations you soon rea lized that you rs was very 
differenr. So on 1hc hop you decided to pick it up a lo t more, and you apologized 
that yours wasn't as academic . . . 

78. AW: Yeah that's the o ne negative .. . 
79. AC: Well you tried to tllrn it up a notch and change the paper "in" the paper! Plus, I 

was very aware of that, so tried to use a much higher n:gis1c:r of language, so we 
worked toge1her to raise the bar, because I think that we bo1h realized at the same 
time 1hat the other papers were much more formal whereas yours was more 
experience·based- like a narrative .. . 

80. AW: A narrative, yes, you're right. 
81. AC: And that's a big influence from Deaf culture. 
82. AW: Yes it iq .•• 
83. AC: So as an interpreter, I had 10 add Stuff, I had 10 work a lot harder. T was getting a 

culturally specific narrative and I was trying 10 cha nge it to make it more 
theoretica l and objective ... 

84. AW: M ore academ ic, yes ... 
85. JN: It's interes ting that Andy used words that other people had already used, li ke 

paradigm and deficit, so that when you s igned something, Andy 
matched exactly whar you said, but used their academic terminology, using 
langtmgc rhcy had already used, so that links with what we were just saying abou1 
making 1hc paper more academic. When 1his is finished, I'll transcribe the whole 
thing so that you can see wha 1 it's like. 

86. AW: OK great. 
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CONCLU SI ON 

This chapter has presented a case study of an Australian deaf professional and 
two interpreters who work together regularly. T he communication strategies used 
by this ream for controll ing the pace and delivery of a seminar presentation in 
Auslan and the resulting interpretation into English have been analyzed and dis
cussed using discourse analysis, with a particular focus on the use of pausing, 
nods, and eye contact as discourse markers. It was found that the presenter and 
both interpreters used each of these discourse ma rkers strategically to enhance 
the presentation, primari ly, as a method for empowering AW to be in control of 
the presentation. 

These strategics have been developed over time among the three authors and 
have been presented as a case study as evidence of how these strategies are estab
lished and used io context. The presentation of the preparation meeting, in situ 
presentation and interpretation, and debrief discussion, has highlighted the impor· 
tance of negotiation, agreement, fami liarity, confidence, and trust between deaf 
professionals and interpreters. 

Strategies such as the providing of the Martin Luther king quote beforehand 
make it easier for interpreters by enabling them to read the quote directly rather 
than voice from a potentially overly literal sign Language translation. This type of 
approach ensures high levels of accuracy in the English interpretation. The brief
ing enabled familiarity with the context so contextual information could he incor· 
porated into the interpretation as necessary. . 

Altho ugh the case study presented the strategies used in a monologic presenta
tion, they can also be applied to other contexts-in particular, the collaboration 
between the two interpreters to empower AW and meet his needs. For example, 
shortly after this assignment was filmed, JN and AC worked with AW at a round
table discussion meeting with approximately twenty participants. The majority of 
interpreting required was from English into Auslan. Talk often overlapped and was 
fast and technica l. The meeting was for~ally chaired , and participants were asked 
to put their hands up if they wished to speak; however, this protocol was not al
ways achieved, and frequent interruptions resulted. To allow AW to intervene 
quickly and at the appropriate time, the interpreters used the fo llowing strategies. 
Interpreter 2 was on standhy to vo ice-over if necessary-meaning that AW could 
interrupt, even if Interpreter l was sti ll signing the previous contrihution of an· 
other speaker. This strategy allows deaf professionals to participate more easi ly 
without issues of time lag "embarrassment" that occurs when a deaf p rofessional 
tries to interject but loses the opportunity because conversation has already moved 
on, which results in the point heing lost. Interpreter 2 gave audience feedhack and 
communicated when it was appropriate to intervene. This teamworking strategy 
has been previously discussed by Mitchell (2002) who acknowledges the impor
tance o f interpreters and deaf people working together to ensure equal participa
tion in multiparty conversations. 

The findings of the study in this chapter demonstrate that interpreters and deaf 
profess ionals can work effectively together and can communicate to ensure high 
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standards in interpretations, which lead to empowerment. These strategics can he 
applied by deaf professionals and sign language interpreters universally-regard
less of the signed or spoken languages involved or of the occupation of the deaf 
professional. The following recommendations suggest helpful ideas for ways that 
deaf professionals and interpreters can work ~ogether: 

• We recommend that a deaf professional select a pool of interpreters with 
whom he or she can work regularly. This approach is an effective way to build 
up the necessary trust and relat ionship for incorporating strategies such as 
those outlined in this chapter. Interpreters booked on an ad hoc basis by agen· 
cies will not be able to incorporate these strategies on short notice unless the 
interpreters are very accomplished. 

• At the deaf professional's invitation, "cross over the line" and ignore typical 
protocols of role boundaries ro work closely together. Nevertheless, accept
able boundaries still need to be established, even if they are slightly different 
(see Cook 2004 for a discussion of ethics and role boundaries in these pro
fessional contexts). 

• It is advisahle for deaf professiona ls to make the effort to meet interpreters 
before conference presentations to provide a briefing on the context, the gist 
of the presentation, the key points, and so forth. A useful mnemonic to remem
ber as a guide to discussing presentations is based on the four P's suggested 
by Eighinger and Karlin (2003): the People, Place, Point, and Purpose of the 
presentation. This strategy benefits not only the interpreter hut also the deaf 
professional because the effect of the presentation will be more powerful, 
with a more accurate and seamless presentation, ultimately leading to self. 
empowerment. The professional is thus in a stronger position to control the 
presentation. The deaf professional also needs to make the goal of the presen
tation clear so the interpreters can ensure effective contextual force and intent. 

• Deaf professionals and interpreters should work together as a team to en
sure that communication strategies can be implemented appropriately. 

• In any given situation, a " lead" interpreter should be nominated (as discussed 
by Cokely and Hawkins 2003). This interpreter will lead any briefing or de
briefing sessions, plus will rake responsibility for negotiation on-site, for ex
ample in relation to ohtaining papers, position, lighting, provision of water, 
and so forth. This approach prevents too many interpreters from requesting 
information from vario us people and establishes the key point of liaison be
tween the deaf professional and event organizers. 

• lnter.preters should decide clearly how they will work together and should 
check their preferred methods for prompting and support. 

• It is recognized that there is a need for training for both deaf people and 
interpreters on how to work together, especially in this emerging area of 
interpretation. With an increasing number of deaf people wo rking in pro
fessional jobs, the needs and demands of working with interpreters will 
cha nge. The issue is not a bout deaf people using interpreters, but working 
with interpreters. 
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• We have stressed the importance of professionals and interpreters working 
closely together to empower the deaf professional. However, we would like 
to emphasize that, in addition, it is in the deaf professional's interest also to 
empower the interpreters-providing them with the information, agreeing on 
strategies, working with them as a team. By empowering the interpreters, the 
deaf professional is then empowering him- or herself. 
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APPENDI X A 

Transcription Conventions 

Know (conventional orthography) 
KNOW 

I-AS K- YOU 

T- R-U-E 

(NEG) 

(POINT) 

BUOY-1/2/3/4 

[X] 

II 

{Look} 

{Nod} 

Spoken English words 
English representation (gloss) of an Auslan 
sign 
English words separated l>y a hyphen when 
more than one English word is used to gloss 
meaning of an Auslan sign 
Letters in the English word separated by a 
hyphen when an English word is finger
spelled 
Indicates head shake at end of utterance to 
negate statement 
Indicates referential indexing 
Use of "buoys" (indexing) for lists, indicat
ing first, second, third or fourth finger 
Author comment or de-identification of 
person or place 
Indicates end of Auslan "sentence" 
Noticeable pause in spoken text 
Presenter makes direct eye contact with 
lnterpreter 1 and holds contact for several 
seconds, sometimes glancing to Interpreter 
2 
Presenter makes deliberate nod to indicate 
next episode; or Interpreter 1 makes deliber
ate nod to indicate comprehension or signal 
to continue 
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Turn 

Stanw 

(Sig} 

(Pausel 

The tur·n taken in the conversatio nal in
teraction by each participant, and the 
place of their turn in the interaction (e.g., 
5 = the fifth turn taken in the conversa
tion in English transcription). 
Parts of the translatecl/transcribed text o f 
Auslan presentation and resulting English 
interpretation providing data tokens for 
discussion. 
Interpreter 2 nods to signal to Presenter 
that episode is complete, to affirm to 

Interpreter 1 that voice-over content is 
accurate, or both 
Deliberate pause by Presenter in monitor
ing Interpreter 1 's voice-ovec and use of 
time lag (usually in conjunction with 
(Lookl) ~ 

Source: Adapted and further developed from Napier (2002) 

Line 1: Deaf presenter's Auslan gloss and visua( cues (AW) 
Line 2: Interpreter 1 's English voice-over and visual cues (AC) 
Line 3: Interpreter 2's visual cues or signs UN) 

Example: 

llELLO llOW YOU ALL TODAY? {Look}{Pause}{Nod} 
Hello, how are you all today? (Nod) 

!Sig) GOOD 

Attitudes and Behaviors of 3 
Deaf Professionals and Interpreters 

Poorna Kushalnagar and Khadijat Rashid 

Tms CllAPTF.R looks at how attitudes and behaviors shape the relationship that 
develops between deaf professionals and their interpreters. Deaf individuals have 
a long history of working with interpreters; however, most such interactions have 
been with the deaf person in a "powerless" capacity as a child in school, a patient 
in a hospital, or a client receiving mental health services rat1ier than as a profes
sional. Such repeatedly shared experiences undoubtedly have shaped and solidi
fied the attitudes and behaviors of both deaf individuals and interpreters toward 
each other. The upsurge in the deaf professional class, as more deaf people become 
doctors, lawyers, professors, and pharmacists, has challenged this dynamic and 
predicates the need for those two groups to interact with each other on a differ
ent basis, one that recognizes that the deaf individual in this case possesses a larger 
degree of power and authority. Jn this chapter, we examine how attitudes develop 
and discuss ways in which deaf individuals and professionals can change their at
titudes and behaviors toward a better and more rewarding working relationship. 

A BR I EF HISTORY OF DEAF PROFESSIONALS 

The rise of large numbers of deaf professionals is a relatively recent phenomenon. 
The first significant group of deaf professionals was teachers, who were much in 
demand in the nineteenth century when schools for the deaf were being founded 
all over the United States. Sign language was the popular method of teaching in 
those schools, and deaf teachers had a natural advantage in ASL, so by 1858, more 
than 40 percent of teachers at public schools for the deaf were themselves deaf 
(Gannon 1981 ). However, in 1880, the International Congress on Education of 
the Deaf met in Milan, Italy, and banned the use of sign language in educating Deaf 
children. That action led to a precipitous decline in the demand for deaf teachers, 
so by 1927, only 14 percent of teachers at deaf schools were deaf, even though 
the number of schools in existence had increased almost twofold in that interim 
(Gannon 1981). 
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